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Fertilizer and pesticide are important in gaining productivity and corps of 

agricultural commodity in order to meet the national food tenacity, while its 

distribution is regulated in the constitution No. 12 year 1992 under plants 

cultivation system. In the regency of East Lampung, there is a suspicious report of 

mal-use distribution under the reason that the bag of subsidied fertilizer in need of 

changes, ad therefore there must be an effective supervising to avoid its negative 

impact towards the health of human and sphere, as well as to avoid the misuse in 

its distribution. 

 

The research problem are: how is the supervisor committee of fertilizer and 

pesticide (KPPP) supervising and implementing sanction in the regency of East 

Lampung? And what are obstacles that harm the committee from supervising the 

subsidied fertilizer and pestiside in that regency? 

 

The approach used in this study were normative juridical and empiric juridical. 

The secondary data resources were taken from the constitution guidelines and 

other literatures, while the primary data resources were done through field 

interviews. The data were then analyzed as qualitative. 

 

The result revealed that the supervising through several means like distance, 

fungtional and represive, the procedure was done in accordance to the constitution 

No. 12 year 1992, starting from legality, compensation, and distribution (quota, 

price, and RDKK) of subsidized fertilizer, quality and quantity of pesticide; 

unfortunately, the supervising from KPPP was less maximum. The 

implementation of sanction was done as administrative and criminal. The 

obstacles found during the supervising were: the lack of effective communication 

among persons, the lack of budgeting for supervising, the lack of four-wheel 

vehicle to reach the spot, the lack of human resources and the lack of affirmation 

from KPPP. It is suggested that KPPP improve the quality standard in supervising 

in order to avoid illegal distribution of fertilizer and pesticide.  
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